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Akshay Lamba, CIO, Deloitte Middle East opens up on the disrutpve ways in which technoltechnologies to address next generation business requirements.
potential to substantially impact the way we
conduct and deliver our services. Similarly,
technologies such as blockchain has the
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The foundation principles of enterprise
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from card based payments to e-wallets, digital

architecture principles ensure that there
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is strong alignment between technology

reacted to this change by enabling a number

initiatives and business outcomes at Deloitte.
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of payment mechanisms primarily.

We view technology initiatives through

such as structuring our in-house capabilities

The second powerful change that came
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around is the change in consumer behavior
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technology services. This platform is also
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initiatives

used for digital initiatives that enable us to

native population interacted with businesses.

initiatives.

extend our applications to new age platforms

A number of businesses saw preferences

Long term strategic initiatives are platforms

for easier access by our clients that reach out

change of their consumer base during the

that have the potential to disrupt and

to us for thought leadership.

last decade. This wasn’t limited to their
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For example, the advent of automation

the way they prefer to interact with a business

as envisaged in the last few years has the
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platform.

industries require that the data resides within

digital payments, etc. were always part of
the world they lived in. Social media and

to be considered a death blow to any cloud

communications are the most prevalent and

initiative. With the emergency of geo-tagging

comfortable modes of communication for

of data this can now be ensured.

them.

Security and privacy concerns can be

At Deloitte we have to keep pace with this

addressed and mitigated with appropriate
Powerful platforms, such as cloud, can

controls

for our employees. As a result, digital has
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We must view cloud deployments through
Deloitte utilizes a 3 pronged guide for

a holistic risk management lens that include,
but go beyond, issues of security, privacy

Emerging technologies is an extremely

industry, privacy of data as expecting
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new about this. Couple this with the fact
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For example, IoT (Internet of Things) is

address operational requirements during the

of the coin, while these risks need to be

currently growing at a scorching pace in

build and testing phase itself. It ensures that

managed well, there are a number of tools
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our systems are built to address the most
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from an operations perspective. It further
ensures that there are minimal glitches
during the run phase of any technology

analytics to derive information from the data
accrued to your business. For example

collected. These could drive cloud adoption
across most sectors going forward.

